the table is set
2 0 1 9 A N N UA L R E P O RT

Eden’s Glory fortifies survivors
and equips communities to
end human trafficking.

“Eden’s Glory
isn’t a program.
It’s a new way
of life.”
- for mer resident
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“Hospitality means primarily the creation of free space
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where the stranger can enter and become a friend.
Hospitality is not to change people,

but to offer them space where change can take place.”
—Henri Nouwen

F RO M O U R D I R E C TO R S

2019 was a year of setting
the table for profound
growth and increased
capacity.
Our program matured in its fourth year of
operation. Our staff shone brightly and
brought incredible skills to the table. Our
partnerships grew and strengthened.
As always, we lean first into the Lord.
Through prayer, Annie and I began to
see that 2019 was bringing about even
bigger visions and strategies to fulfill
our broader mission of ending human
traﬃcking.
A community training we hosted in
December 2018 resulted in a consulting
relationship with a team of abolitionists
located in Monterey, California. Inspired by
our ethos, they are pursuing a vision of
opening a home for women survivors
modeled after Eden’s Glory.
Alongside our current priorities of providing
residential care and public education, we
began to offer up to two survivors the

opportunity to join us during daytime
programming. Three women ventured into
this relationship with Eden’s Glory
beginning in April 2019. One eventually
became a full-time resident and another is
still participating with us weekly.
Through our education and prevention
efforts, we continue to collaborate with
those we train. Currently, we are working
toward partnering with area foster
agencies to provide support and training
to families willing to foster minors who are
victims of human trafficking, as well as
creating therapeutic services and
environments for those minors.
I’m excited to share these highlights of our
expanding and re-defining mission.
Thank you for your support in making it all
possible!
Gratefully feasting,

Rev. Ginger Coakley
Co-Executive Director
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Early on in this ministry, the
Lord asked me, “if it’s just one
life, is it worth it?”
It’s a question we are also asked
by others. People sometimes
wonder if it’s worthwhile to pour the
amount of time and energy we do
into four women. At times, we have
also reflected on the audacity of trying
to take a small bite out of a global multibillion dollar criminal industry.
My answer came to me as I was watching
one of the survivors praising the Lord in
church. I thought, “of course it’s worth it.
She’s someone’s daughter. She’s become
my own family. Her life is precious—
nobody could put a price tag on her
wellbeing.”
Investing deeply into just a few women
gives us the privilege of watching
remarkably profound incremental
transformation. It can also shake our core
when we watch those same women we
love struggle with painfully dark wounds.
This work is not easy to navigate. Yet
we’ve been reminded time and time again
that Jesus did the work of feeding the
thousands but also healing the one.
So we continue to step into the
hopeful, healing journey with the
“few” and then watch the Lord also
open doors to “feed” or train the
thousands—over 4,000 in 2019 alone.
Eden’s Glory exists because each woman
who comes to our residential and
outpatient program is worthy of an
outpouring of love and care. We pour our

hearts
into the most
courageous and resilient women I’ve ever
met, while simultaneously pouring our
energy into preventing this abuse from
happening in communities in Illinois and
across the nation. We go upstream to
train youth, parents, service providers, law
enforcement, and first responders to put
a stop to women being dragged into the
vicious river of trafficking and trauma in
the first place.
This year was challenging as it always is
—but so worth it. So we lean into our
faith, into whatever the Lord has for us in
the days, weeks, and years to come.
Thank you for joining us in this story!

Annie Schomaker, LCSW
Co-Executive Director
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OUR MISSION
Eden’s Glory is a home fortifying survivors,
educating communities & working to
end human trafficking, all for the glory of God.
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COMMUNITY
TRAININGS

Our guests come as

We train & equip

they are to the table

community members

& are nourished

to prevent & intervene

so they can

in human trafficking

heal & thrive.

locally.

We offer a Christ-centered
two-year residential or
outpatient treatment program
for women ages 18-30 who
are survivors of human
trafficking.

We believe that people like
you are vital in the movement
to end human trafficking.
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THERAPEUTIC
P RO G R A M

Our team at Eden’s Glory
come alongside these
women in their journey and
recovery. Our strengthsbased, trauma-informed
program treats each aspect
of a survivor’s health—
physical, mental, emotional,
spiritual and relational—to
fully support her on her
journey to holistic recovery.

We train youth, parents,
educators, social workers,
law enforcement officers, first
responders, and other sector
leaders to understand and
respond to the realities of
human trafficking, including:
• preventing and
identifying trafficking
• trauma-informed care
• support for survivors
• internet safety
• and more
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T H E R A P E U T I C P RO G R A M
HIGHLIGHTS
We invite women to come to the table as they are
and journey with them as they heal.

24/7
CARE & SAFE HOUSING
for four women who are survivors: three in their first year of the program and
one in her second year. One resident came from our outpatient program.
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484

432
HOURS OF
AFTERCARE

200

194

provided for 10
alumni (former
residents) of Eden’s
Glory. We maintain
an ongoing
relationship with
these women at their
direction.

227
156

3
OUTPATIENT
PARTICIPANTS

1,001

4

55

335

several of whom are
young mothers.
In this newly
launched day
program, two of
these women
received 24-hour
care for part of the
year.
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S O P H I A’ S S T O R Y
The table is set for freedom.
“If I hadn’t found Eden’s
Glory, I would most
definitely be dead.”
These haunting words were
shared by Sophia*, one of our residents,
during a class discussion on addiction.
Addiction is often part of the journey for
survivors. It eases the pain and clouds
traumatic memories. But it comes at a
cost. Sophia not only nearly lost her life to
it, she also lost her son for a time. Unable
to care for him, Sophia gave away custody
of him while she was in the life.
Sophia made the courageous choice of
sobriety and to live at Eden’s Glory. By
confronting her struggles and past, Sophia
is doing the hard work of healing.
Through the spiritual development classes
provided by donors like you, Sophia is
growing in her faith. She is leaning into
God’s love and learning to forgive herself.
She rejoices knowing God has always
pursued her and wants her to heal.
Fun, skill-building activities like woodworking, jewelry making, and horseback
riding show our residents healthy ways to
cope instead of using substances. These
kinds of activities are boosting Sophia’s
confidence and self-worth. And by
choosing positive thoughts and
behaviors, Sophia is choosing
freedom.

As she develops a
relationship with God,
Sophia is also healing her
relationship with herself
and her son.
Today, Sophia speaks with her son via
video calls every week. Day by day, they
are rebuilding their relationship. For
Mother’s Day, our staff bought Sophia and
her son matching children’s Bibles so she
can read him stories and disciple him from
the same Word that is transforming her.
Sophia expresses gratitude for her new life
in every setting, often leading us in
worship. Her praise is testimony to God’s
faithfulness and the restoration happening
within her. We often hear women like
Sophia say, “my child is going to have a
different story than I did.”
Your financial gifts make Sophia’s
transformation possible. You are
helping to not only treat the clinical
aspects of addiction, trauma, and mental
health, but you are also providing the
space for Sophia’s spiritual development,
which lays the foundation for a healthy
future.
*Name changed for security purposes.
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“Victims who are rescued from [trafficking] have layers of
abuse and trauma that take time and support to heal from and
that needs to come from compassionate, under-standing, and
informed caregivers. Eden’s Glory understands those layers,
and through their relationship with God, walk with the victims
through their journey and support them through recovery.”

eden
glorys

—Detective, San Bernardino Police Department
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W I N D A’ S S T O R Y
The table is set for courage & growth.
Healing is hard.
Any survivor will
tell you that.

We've watched Winda’s anger
transform into inspiration as she
became Eden’s Glory’s first graduate.

With Winda, we have watched in awe
as she faces the daily hardship of
processing her journey and choosing
healing.

We've journeyed with her as she
transitioned from a resident in the
program to one of our beloved staff
members.

Winda recounts a turning point in her
journey. In a conversation with our
executive director Ginger, Winda had
asked, "Is there a way for me to not
feel this much anger for just one day?”
Ginger replied, "Yes, there is. But you
have to want it and you have to do
the work to get it."

In her new role as a peer support
intern at Eden’s Glory, Winda says
“[the residents] are helping me,
too. It's not just one-way healing. I
like learning from them and
with them.”

This was groundbreaking for Winda.
Since then, she has been doing the
hard work of healing. "When I was in
the life, I used to numb myself,”
says Winda. “But healing requires
you to feel—I have to identify and
feel all my feelings.”

Winda now chooses
perseverance,
courage, and
freedom every day.

Recently, Winda stepped confidently
into accompanying staff at our
community human trafficking
trainings, even sharing parts of her
story. She gives a gift to every one of
the listeners that no one else can.
Winda is a model for our residents
and community through her courage
of doing the inner work to unbind
herself from trauma so she can shine
in her God-given identity.
Your support has made this lifechanging journey for Winda
possible!
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J A C K I E ’ S S T O RY
The table is set for a bold new way of life.
Jackie* had been
living in fear for many
years. Given the
adversity and trauma
she’s faced in her young life, fear is a
natural default.
Since coming to live at Eden’s
Glory, Jackie has been challenging
her fear. Because of traumatic
experiences with bridges in her
childhood, small steps like crossing a
bridge without her head down and
eyes closed became a huge step for
her. She can now walk down a road
surrounded by trees, which was once
frightening to her.
When our team was planning a
camping trip for our residents, a staff
member inquired about alternative
plans for Jackie, knowing that she
most likely would not want to go.

Surprising us all, Jackie looked at our
staff and boldly said, "I'll do it. I'm
done letting fear say no for me.”
Since then, Jackie has gone
camping, swam in a lake, soared
on a zip-line, and rove up a mountain
in Colorado without being
overwhelmed.

Jackie is brave.
Courageous.
A fighter.
She knows she is a work in progress,
like all of us—but with the support of
staff, volunteers, and supporters like
you, she continues to boldly face her
fears.
*Name changed for security purposes.
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L E A N I N G I N T O L OV E
The table is set for joy & connection.

Sometimes, it can
seem impossible to
heal the trauma
our residents have
survived. Yet clinical studies tell us the
scars of trauma can be healed in
community and positive relationships.
For every dysfunctional, traumatizing
interaction our residents have faced,
they need numerous positive
interactions to heal. And at Eden’s
Glory, we facilitate as many positive
connections for our residents as
we can.
In a weekly class on codependency lead by a licensed clinical
social worker, each resident
articulated that in the safe and stable
living environment at Eden’s Glory, they
are recognizing ways they have been

loved by all those around them who live
healthy and interdependent lives. This
community helps rebuild their selfworth and empowers them to build
healthy, new futures.
We are seeing this play out practically
in the lives of these women. At
Christmas, something strangely
wonderful happened.
Our residents were thrilled by their
gifts provided by generous donors
like you. But instead of focusing on
the gifts themselves, the women
couldn’t stop talking about how loved
they felt— that people they didn’t even
know would fill the space under their
Christmas tree with gifts.
Thank you for not only giving Christmas
presents, but giving the gift of love!
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C O M M U N I T Y E D U C AT I O N
Through our trainings, we demonstrate
the effectiveness of our “upstream” approach.

When we see women being overtaken by the currents of a river,
we must pull them out and care for them—and we must go
upstream to stop women from being pushed into the river.

4,018
PEOPLE TRAINED
in 2019 to prevent human
trafficking in their communities

143
HOURS OF TRAINING
community members
such as law enforcement
officers and first responders

Modeled after the ministry of Jesus,
our program is designed to give
space for the one to heal while also
engaging entire communities in
being part of the solution.
Our trainings are not filled with
statistics alone or sensationalized
stories. Our survivor-centered,
strengths-based, trauma-informed
approach—the same approach as
our therapeutic program—connects
with the people we train because
we focus on empowerment, hope,
and healing. And we highlight
tangible ways that people can
come alongside this work.
Ultimately, our goal is for people
to walk away from our trainings
equipped and empowered to
prevent human traﬃcking from
happening in the first place.
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“The training [Eden’s Glory] provides to first responders is
necessary to help those who come in contact with the
victims to understand their journey better and [support
them] throughout their recovery.”
—Detective, San Bernardino Police Department

We pursue both microlevel and macro-level
transformation.
Our community education program is
grounded in our vision to shift
culture. We dig into the root problems
and orbiting issues of human trafficking—
such as poverty, mental health, and
addiction—and highlight how these
issues can be tackled by ordinary people
by living and loving in new, healthy, just
ways. Through this approach, we seek to
spark relational and systemic change.

Winda, our first graduate, brings hope
and light into her experience of this
darkness in ways our staff could not.
In one training, Winda had an entire room
of mainly male first responders and
medical professionals in tears. She was
encouraged seeing men with direct
influence in preventing and intervening in
trafficking listen so attentively to her and
learning from her story.
It is a privilege to walk alongside the
women at Eden’s Glory, who are
experts of their own journey, while
also creating a ripple of change that
spreads throughout our
communities.

Our residents, too, desire a cultural and
generational shift. Their hearts swell at the
ripple effects of our community education
program, knowing some of the parents
we train start to raise their sons differently
to treat girls more respectfully, or law
enforcement officers who change how
they respond to women trapped in the
sex trade.
Our trainings have also been a platform
for a former resident to share her story.
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C E L E B R AT I N G
R E S I D E N T P RO G R E S S
The table is set for healing.

The journey toward healing is a rollercoaster with a lot of ups and downs.
Since first arriving at Eden’s Glory, all of our residents are showing an overall,
gradual decrease in mental health issues and an increase in their resiliency.

100%

have increased in
self-efficacy

100%

have increased in
self-esteem

100%

have increased in
confidence
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100%

show a decrease in
PTSD

100%

show a decrease
in anxiety

100%

show a decrease in
depression
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This data is based on quarterly self-assessments by residents using clinical scales. Each graph is
based on the combined average measurements of each resident.
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C E L E B R AT I N G
ALUMNI RESILIENCE
The table is set for a healthy future.

We provide aftercare for 10 alumni who are former residents of
Eden’s Glory. At the direction of each woman, we maintain a
relationship and provide support in their continued journey. The below
reflects our last contact with our alumni.

80%

70%

are living
independently

are not using
substances

100%

are living in a safe
environment

80%

found paid
employment

80%

have not returned
to the life
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G R AT I T U D E
We deeply appreciate all of our
honored guests, supporters, and partners!

Thank you to all who give
financially. You make our
work possible!
Special thanks to our monthly donors,
whose generous, ongoing support allows
us to welcome residents into our home!

Thank you to Betty & Tom
Morgan.
As a memorial to our beautiful friend, Betty,
we started the Morgan Scholarship fund for
alumni to receive matching funds for the
money they have saved while living at
Eden’s Glory.

Thank you to our event
sponsors & hosts:
• Greenville University Football Team
(Freedom Game)
• Edgewood Lumberjack Give Back 5K
race
• First Christian Church and the Financial
Stability Committee in Greenville, IL
(Trivia Night and Auction)
• BoCo RunCo (Vine to Wine 5K and half
marathon)

Thank you to our 2nd Annual
Golf Scramble sponsors:
Indian Springs Golf Course, Marcoot
Jersey Creamery, Free Methodist Church:
Gateway Conference, Dauntless Grace,
Enertech, Ann and Dennis Deters, Jim
Harris, John and Carol Knight, Tom and
Betty Morgan, Ish Smith, Rich Stephens,
Family Bible Women’s Bible Study

Thank you to our Change for
Change partners:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Watson's Drug
Creekside Community Brew
Kahuna’s
FM Church: Gateway Conference
People's Bank
Bradford Bank
numerous families and small groups

Thank you to our % for
Freedom, Partners:
•
•
•

Ginger Reed Hair Salon
Greenville University men’s basketball
team
Coldstone Creamery
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GR A Z E IN
T HE G RA S S
Our generous partners at
Marcoot Jersey Creamery hosted
a gala, “Graze in the Grass”, in
support of Eden’s Glory in 2018.
The event raised $30,000 for our
program. We are eager for
another “Graze in the Grass” to
take place in September 2020!

GOLF
SCRAMBLE
Our event for 2019
brought 40 golfers
and raised $7,349
in support of
Eden’s Glory!
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F I N A N C I A L OV E RV I E W
Income

Total
120,000

$116,153.84

Individuals

$25,556

Churches

90,000

$12,072.40

Businesses
Organizations

$1,560.00

Social Enterprise

$1,388.63

60,000

$37,500

Grants

$8,238.39

Trainings

30,000

Expenses

Total

2%

Program Services

$160,467.04

20%

Social Enterprise

Other

Trainings

Businesses

Organizations

Surplus is going to program
expansions in 2020.

Events

$228,117.62

Churches

Total Contributions

Individuals

$5,476.76

Other Income

Grants

$20,171.60

Events

Program
Administration
Fundraising

Supporting Services
Administration

$42,923.23

Fundraising

$2,049.03

Total Expenses

$205,439.3
78%
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“I have faith that I will live the will
of God, be an active part of my
son’s life and be what God called me
to be. I believe that I am free, I will
live fruitfully and I am a leader. I
expect that I am and will be healed.
I will not let the weight of the world
overcome me.”
—Kelly, an Eden’s Glory resident
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LOOKING AHEAD
We are prayerfully planning for growth and
expansion in the coming year.
EXPANDED MISSION
We are refining our mission statement to
reflect our early vision of going beyond
our home to mobilize communities
through prevention and education. In
2019, we declared: Eden’s Glory is a
home fortifying survivors, educating
communities and working to end human
trafficking all for the glory of God!

NEW HOME IN
CALIFORNIA
God is calling a committed group of
abolitionists in Monterey, CA to open a
restoration home. We are consulting with
them as this home will be modeled after
the ethos, method, and effectiveness of
Eden’s Glory.

M O R E P RO P E RT Y
& NE W BU ILDI NG
Plans are in motion for buying five
acres of land and building a home to
welcome in more survivors and
expand services.

NEW OUTPATIENT
P ROGRAM
In 2019, we welcomed three
survivors to join our day program,
two of whom are young mothers.
We will eventually be able to invite
these women to live full-time at
Eden’s Glory when they are ready. It
is a courageous step for each of
these women to navigate
motherhood and paying bills while
also pursuing intensive healing.

A F TERCA RE
We are grateful to continue journeying
with graduates and past alumni,
regardless of how long they stayed with
us. Through a long-term relationship,
we provide counselling and guide them
in finding resources and other supports
as identified as needs by the alumna.

FOSTER CARE
We are frequently asked about
support for children affected by human
trafficking. We are prayerfully moving
forward into steps to provide support
and services for minors in foster care.
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LET’S BREAK BREAD
TOGETHER
Join our community of abolitionists!

PRAY

SHOP

for our residents, staff,
volunteers, organization, and
community. #PrayForEG

Find our Amazon Wish List.
Select “Eden’s Glory” when
you shop on AmazonSmile
and we will receive a portion
of your purchases.

VOLUNTEER OR
INTERN
with us to help behind the
scenes or support our
residents!

GIVE
One-time or monthly gifts
can be made at
EdensGlory.org or text
"EdensGlory" to 73256 to
give via mobile.

C O N TA C T
US

INVITE A SPEAKER
We will customize a training on
human trafficking intervention
for your team, church, school,
or community.

STAY CONNECTED
/EdensGloryHome
@EdensGlory

Executive Directors:
• Ginger Coakley | ginger@edensglory.org
• Annie Schomaker | annie@edensglory.org
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PO Box 164 Maryville, IL 62062
314.339.8783

